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Fly to the Sky 

"Soaring Above the City"

One of the most popular paragliding and adventure sports group, Fly to

the Sky takes you on an adrenaline-fueled trip over the city. Join the team,

strap yourself in and run off the hill for a exhilarating flight above the vast

countryside. With numerous flight sights across Seoul, Boryeong and the

surrounding cites, one can literally get a beautiful birds-eye-view of some

of the best locations in the province. Trips are organised via the internet,

with meeting spots and flight locations shared through text messages or

email.

 +82 10 9635 3002  www.flytotheskyteam.com

/

 paragliding@flytotheskytea

m.com

 194 Sinbanpo-ro, Seoul

 by Neville Wootton   

Nami Skyline ZipWire ZipRider 

"Zipping through Nami"

Nami Skyline ZipRider is the place to be if you've got a thirst for the rush

of adrenaline. Situated on Nimi Island, this 3,083 feet (939.69 meter) zip-

line is every thrill-seekers dream ride. Zip through the air and take in the

breath-taking view of the idyllic island and the river below. Make your way

up the zip tower, buckle up, and prepare for a ride of a lifetime as you

glide across the river and onto the landing on the island.

 +82 7076213534  ziprider.com/  forestgreen1@naver.com  156-2 Donggyo-dong, Seoul

 by 골뱅이   

Insubong Peak 

"Conquering the Peak"

Nestled at the top of the towering Bukhan Mountain range, Insubong

Peak is a hot-spot for mountaineering and rock climbing. Claimed to be

one of the best spots for climbing and rappelling, several avid climbers

and mountaineers flock this granite peak, to get a taste of adventure.

While getting here, through the surrounding forest, is an adventure on its

own, the adrenaline-rush that this peak offers is seemingly incomparable.

 585 Bukhan-dong, Bukhansan National Park, Seoul
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